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INTRODUCTION

In the classroom or the board room, several questions are repeatedly debated: What is engagement and what does it mean to us as an organization? What purpose and end goals do engagement initiatives serve? We can address the previous questions by looking at the main points of debate when key stakeholders discuss employee engagement. In the following short article, we distil key issues around engagement from a half-day debate that took place in a Business School in September 2015 as part of a postgraduate degree course on Human Resource Management (HRM). A number of stakeholder participated in this debate. The debate was led by a panel of experts in HRM and aimed at future professionals seeking a career in this field. This included two academics in HRM and Union Studies based at Edinburgh Napier University. A professor in HRM also acted as the moderator. In addition, the panel was composed of two consultants, and three business representatives (working for companies) and one certifying body. The debate was attended by 48 postgraduate students in HRM and a number of subject-area specialists. The decision to opt for a debate rather than focus a group was preferred because the debate format would allow more attendees (Krueger & Casey, 2000). The debate was therefore selected as the most suitable approach in this case in order to share different approaches and perspectives that exist around engagement with a larger audience. In order to facilitate the debate, the second author of this paper had prepared a short handout that prioritized debate points, listing first the varying definitions of engagement employed in business, the level of analysis used to understand engagement, and finally the prospective influence of national culture. The paper focuses on the first two topics, as the last topic received less consideration in the debate due to the interest that the first two topics generated. The current paper originated from the notes, areas of confusion and (dis)agreement that were recorded by the first author during the debate. These were subsequently organized around major themes, taking an approach similar to thematic analysis advocated by Braun and Clarke (2006).
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ABSTRACT

This paper represents a summary of a debate on employee engagement that was conducted in a Business School setting. In this debate, representatives from key stakeholders group participated in this debate. The debate highlighted several critical concerns. These centered on the contextualization and employee-centered nature as well as the importance of clear goals and ‘framing’ of these activities. The consideration of multiple perspectives in combination with research and practice reports provides those interested in engagement with an overview of the matters that may emerge and need to be addressed prior to and following the implementation of any engagement initiatives.
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1.1 FOCUS OF OUR DEBATE REFLECTIONS

Our main focus in this article is to outline differing stakeholder interpretations of engagement as awareness of these points may improve mutual understanding of others stakeholders’ positions. The multi-stakeholder debate, summarized in this manuscript, will help practitioners in two ways. First, we provide a nuanced picture of engagement by blending a systematic overview of the literature on engagement with the differing interpretations stakeholders have of this concept. This may help practitioners in their own quest to identify what they aim to accomplish (with whom and with what purpose) in their own employee engagement strategies. Second, we hope that our reflections on points of contention and disagreement will enable practitioners to anticipate and select strategies to tackle potential conflict about the meaning, goals and purpose of such engagement activities. The next section introduces the term engagement.

Engagement has been at the forefront of HRM literature for the past fifteen years for several reasons. First, most professionals expect that engaged employees will provide a competitive advantage for employers in that they are more productive, offer better customer service and are less likely to leave their employer for other opportunities (Noe, 2013). Second, engagement has been found to be positively associated with innovation, talent retention, training, compensation, and development (see Anitha, 2013; Noe, 2013; Rana et al., 2014). However, while such evidence speaks for the positive benefits of engagement for the employer, our debate and the literature suggests that engagement is not as easily defined – for two reasons.

Defining engagement is the first hurdle (see Garton & Mankins, 2015; Macey & Schneider, 2008). One of the debate participants proposed that “engagement is 'socially constructed' through the use of language, action and mutual understanding”. We can further illustrate the trickiness of defining engagement by considering several definitions of engagement. For example, engagement has been defined as “a positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind that is characterized by vigor, dedication and absorption” (Schaufeli et al., 2002, pg. 74). An alternative definition is provided by Robbins, Judge, and Campbell (2010, pg. 64) who defined employee engagement as “an individual's involvement with, satisfaction with, and enthusiasm for, the work they do.” A final definition of employee engagement considers employees engaged when these are fully involved in their work and are both committed to their jobs and organizations (Vance, 2006), demonstrating “a genuine willingness to contribute to organizational success” (Albrecht, 2010, pg. 5).

These definitions demonstrate that engagement may be defined in different but related ways, which is why engagement is usually considered a multidimensional construct (Christian et al., 2011; Rich et al., 2010). For example, authors have suggested that engagement encompasses several dimensions - including trait engagement, psychological state engagement, and behavioral engagement (Macey & Schneider, 2008). That is, engagement may reflect employee personality and manifested as employee immersion and involvement. Or it may be positioned as behavior and captured in employee discretionary efforts (e.g., which may be exhibited in the form of extra-role behaviors, personal initiative, or self-initiated role expansion).

Engagement operates and emerges at several levels – the individual, the job, and the organization. At the micro-level, personal engagement reflects the extent to which an employee can express their 'preferred or personal self' (Kahn, 1990, pg. 700), which Truss et al. (2013, pg. 2659) also refers to the 'authentic expression of self.' Thus the engagement of an employee may be subject to the extent that the employee can express their own self freely in the work setting (Kahn, 1990). At the next level, employee engagement is thought to reflect employee involvement and satisfaction with their job, specifically the work they complete (see Harter et al., 2002). Thus, the term employee engagement also captures engagement with the job, so engagement is not only seen as a function of the employee's experience but also seen in relation to the job that the individual holds. And finally, at the organizational level engagement can also be construed in relation to an employee's involvement in organizational affairs and priorities. The contribution of engaged workers at work is that they not only act within their role but while doing so, go beyond contractual obligations (i.e., extra-role). That is, they are emotionally engaged with those around them and the organization itself, rather than just doing the minimum that is contractually required of them. These notions may, however, be very much dependent on the job/organizational characteristics. For example, authentic expression of the self is unlikely to be supported in military or similarly hierarchical settings where the organization expects significant affective commitment but does not necessarily encourage employee voice and self-expression.

While often identified by organizations as ‘desirable’ and a ‘key to performance’, employee engagement is therefore a concept that generates challenges due to the different ways in which it is defined and the ambiguities around what exactly employees are engaging with e.g. task absorption or affective organizational commitment. Therefore, it is often unclear as to whether employee engagement initiatives should be primarily aimed at increasing individual, team or organizational performance outcomes. These circumstances generate a number of areas for misunderstandings and disagreements. In the next section, we focus on two potential tensions in terms of what key stakeholders wish to achieve via employee engagement initiatives. The points of contention emerged during our debate and focus primarily on the possible orientation and focus of engagement activities versus the different (and potentially incompatible) goals that stakeholders feel such activities would serve.
2 POINTS OF CONTENTION

In the following sections, we outline some of the key points that were raised in our debate exercise by the various stakeholders (union representatives, business leaders, HR managers, students and faculty members). The first section explores where stakeholders placed responsibility for engagement and its outcomes, i.e. with the organization as a whole or employees themselves. The second segment discusses the differing interpretations of the orientation and goals of engagement activities.

2.1 DECIDING WHO IS (JOINTLY) RESPONSIBLE FOR ENGAGEMENT

During the debate, it became apparent that responsibility for employee engagement was attributed to a variety of stakeholders. Perspectives included situating engagement as solely subject to the individual employee; or as due to good line management and support; or to the organizational characteristics overall. Participants were also likely to differentiate between activities that were primarily employee-centered compared to initiatives that were more contextualized (e.g., activities that also considered the larger team and organizational context within which employees performed their job). Not surprisingly, different performance expectations would arise depending on which actor or entity was expected to bear the most responsibility for engagement at work.

The separation of engagement into personal, job, and organizational dimensions has several implications for what relevant stakeholders expect to gain from engagement activities. Indeed, we noted that many debate members discussed engagement as functional and employee-driven, with less mention made of the industrial or organizational context that may facilitate or detract from engagement. Many stakeholders assumed that engagement can be “fixed” at the level of the employee, rather than the team or organizational level. This is only partially accurate as an employee does not operate in a vacuum, without colleagues or an organizational framework that determines which resources and demands are placed on them. In support of this, research shows that job resources can influence personal and work engagement and vice versa (Llorens et al., 2007). When no incentive exists (e.g., long-term commitment to the job or employee), it is unlikely that greater engagement will emerge. Much of the engagement research concentrates on the ‘job resources’ of supervisor support and colleague support (Brough et al., 2013).

Engagement is now seen as an integral part of HRM (Arrowsmith & Parker, 2013) and features in the debate around ‘high performance work systems’ and employee performance (Macduffie, 1995). More and more research and practitioner-oriented work has focused on linking engagement to organizational performance (e.g., Anitha, 2013; CIPD, 2011). When responsibility for engagement is predominantly placed on employees, it is easy to understand why some initiatives fail to generate the results management seeks to achieve. The relationship between increasing engagement and performance is likely to be mediated by a large number of additional variables. This is also known as the “black box” issue in HRM, where the relationship between HRM practices (inputs) and performance (outputs) is often subject to a number of unknown third variables (e.g., Gardner et al., 2001). Similar effects are likely to play a role in engagement initiatives as well (see work by Jiang et al., 2012, 2013). Other relevant “black box” variables (particularly in the case of employee-centered initiatives) include the effectiveness of the activity in terms of how it is implemented, the support this intervention has among employees and supervisors alike, but also the extent to which the jobs feature autonomy and room for employees to maybe change and amend their work in ways that increases their engagement with the job. The lack of recognition of these variables is likely to shape the extent to which engagement initiatives can or are even able to affect certain performance outcomes in the first instance.

While resources at work can build engagement, demands or constraints in the work environment may detract from it. For example, if the individual is forced to act in a manner that does not allow for an authentic expression of self (Truss et al., 2013), they may experience the work environment as more stressful. This is one of the reasons why engagement has been discussed in relation to burnout at work (see Maslach & Leiter, 1997; Leiter & Stright, 2009). If employees are less satisfied with organizational communication, lower engagement is likely to coincide (Iyer & Israel, 2012). Lower employee engagement has also been linked to both lower organizational commitment and higher turnover intention (also called withdrawal cognition in Iyer & Israel, 2012). Indeed, less engagement is often linked with poorer individual well-being but also lower performance and citizenship behavior (Christian et al., 2011; Hakanen & Schaufeli 2012; Soane, 2014). Disengaged employees may also participate in fewer activities (e.g., training, meetings) and be more likely to disengage entirely (e.g., in terms of high turnover rates, absenteeism). This means that teams featuring disengaged employees may also report less mutual commitment and team relations, which may further reduce overall team performance. By creating employee-centric initiatives that disregard the wider work context, such activities are likely set to fail. As a result, in the preparation of engagement initiatives, those responsible for their development and implementation have to first understand which factors already exist (including resources such as work tools and organizational communication platforms, see Iyer & Israel, 2012), may need to be added or addressed to ensure these activities will succeed in raising engagement at a personal, job or organizational level.

The variables which will be considered key in the preparation of the engagement initiatives may depend on whether the goal is to raise engagement of the individual employees in relation to their job, their team or the organization overall. In the next section, we continue with this theme on clearly framing such activities.
2.2 CLARIFYING GOALS OF ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVES

What are the expected outcomes and goals of engagement activities? The feedback from our participants in our debate suggested that employers are likely to seek the positive benefits of work and organizational engagement such as higher productivity. For example, engaged employees are expected to make a difference and have a real impact on outcomes valued by the organization (Garton & Mankins, 2015). This focus also narrows their view of the organization as the provider of such projects – but may not necessarily lead them to recognize the organization as a constraining contextual factor. Many union representatives may be wary to support any initiatives that seem to push employees towards more discretionary effort or when the benefit for the employees or anything but the ‘bottom line’ is not apparent to the union (see also MacLeod & Clarke, 2009).

Our debate further suggested that our participants had been part of engagement activities that focused on achieving, often widely divergent, goals. For example, they were, predominantly, focused on employees’ personal engagement (e.g., people-oriented). Others, however, were aimed to support and develop organizational engagement in pursuit of a specific performance goal instead. This categorization as either one or the other is unfortunate. Previous work suggests that HR practices are often classified as “people initiatives” of potentially of minimal economic value to the organization, rather than activities that are compatible with business objectives (see Evans & Novicevic, 2010). Regrettably, many well-intentioned HR-led engagement projects may be perceived similarly – as “people initiatives” without business benefits. This situation may then give rise to fundamental disagreements between stakeholders involved in the design (such as HR managers), delivery (such as manager), and recipients (such as employees) regarding the value to those organizing and those participating these projects.

The key message from this part of the debate is this: Practitioners and HR managers need to review how engagement initiatives are framed. This is highlighted by the conclusion of one of the panel members who also represented a professional body: “The debate is continuing to rage; what it actually is, how you apply it and how and what to measure”. Success is more likely when all key stakeholders agree on and clearly identify what kind of expectations are connected to running such projects, as they may be expected to meet (possibly diverse) objectives. As soon as it is clear which employee and business values will be addressed by these initiatives, it will also be easier for practitioners and those running these projects to develop performance expectations (or to at least outline a business or people-related rationale to combine people-oriented and business interests). Based on our debate and the literature, we outline three approaches that can be utilized to help ensure engagement activities will be implemented to so that multiple goals and purposes can be achieved.

The first option for implementers of engagement projects is to frame these as a means to enhance greater organizational performance. However, this creates an outcome measure that is a distant rather than proximal (close) performance outcome for employees. Framing activities in this manner may not be particularly motivating for employees to whom the burden of ‘more engagement’ would fall. Linking engagement and organizational performance directly may potentially overlook the role of workplace conditions that operate as barriers and hurdles to performance on a broader scale, such as existing resources and skill level of employees. Research and practitioner reports have identified many antecedents and predictors of engagement (e.g., Anitha, 2013; CIPD, 2011; Garton & Mankins, 2015; Sarti, 2014). Which factors may be particularly relevant are dependent on the kind of engagement activity that is run (e.g., goals, purpose, and assessment form). Several of the factors also appear particularly relevant to personal engagement, including employee involvement, authenticity of managers, and good person-job fit (CIPD, 2011). When job or work engagement is the focus, it may be worthwhile to not just consider predictors of personal engagement itself but also those that shape interactions with others. Thus, it may be particularly relevant to consider the extent to which employees have supportive work environments (Rana et al., 2014).

A second option to frame an engagement activity is to point to the organizational investments in its workforce. Unfortunately, such attempts may be perceived as manipulative in that they try to make the employee feel indebted to the organization or morally obliged to participate. Heyman and Ariely (2004) furthermore noted that when individuals receive no or only low payment in monetary exchanges their performance decreases. While this research was conducted with students, employment situations, in which employees are asked to deliver more for little or no financial benefit, are unlikely to generate higher performance outcomes. Heyman and Ariely (2004, pg. 792) thus propose that “money itself can be a cue to the type of exchange that individuals consider themselves to be in, which in turn influences their propensity to exert effort.”

If an engagement project is described as merely financially driven employees may not be as intrinsically motivated as in the case of initiatives that are conceived of as being mutually beneficial to employees and the organization. This was a point particularly raised by the union representative at the debate: engagement needs to be reciprocal and requires trust, justice and employee voice. In contrast, a HR practitioner at the debate argued that the focus of engagement is to support strategic business objectives. This means that communication around the benefits of certain HR practices for employees can create a conundrum. On the one hand, it may serve to fulfill certain employee expectations that are part of the psychological contract – especially when the HR practice is based on
notions of social exchange and mutual benefit (e.g., development and support). On the other hand, employees may feel unduly pressured when the perceived objective of such practices is to foster financial performance of the organization. This is a distant goal that emphasizes the market-driven nature of the exchange relationship, which may highlight the fact that employees are not financially gaining themselves when extending additional discretionary efforts. In addition to creating untrustworthy engagement feedback or reducing voice, such an initiative may undermine trust in management (see also Dundon & Gollan, 2007) and any discretionary effort that is not linked to financial performance.

Good leadership is a central element in engagement, as it not only has a direct and positive effect on trust, but can also indirectly affect behavioral engagement via the creation of trust (e.g., Kahn, 1990). Managerial leadership may also play a key role in terms of how such activities are interpreted – an investment or bribe. For example, the importance of the managers being engaging and practicing a more participative management style (e.g., by supporting employee participation in decisions, helping them to achieve their goals) to foster engagement was observed by Sarti (2014). Exhibiting behavioral integrity in line with the core values and good leadership skills was emphasized by MacLeod and Clarke (2009).

The third option is to frame the engagement activities around the personal benefits to be gained if employees participate. The literature suggests that both economic and socioemotional resources will increase the amount of personal (cognitive, emotional and physical) resources an employee will be willing to devote to their work (Saks, 2006). If the engagement also feeds into some form of training assessment or skill profile analysis, the individual employee may be more open to participating (see work by Anitha, 2013; Garton & Mankins, 2015). If efforts to maintain and increase employee engagement are complemented with career progression options, such as mentoring or coaching (a form of support in exchange for greater engagement, see Saks, 2006), turnover might be lowered, and the reputation of the company may also be enhanced.

We would like the reader to consider one more aspect that may outline the difficulties that practitioners may encounter when they want to initiate an engagement activity. One of the debate participants in an HR role argued that organizations can tackle engagement from different angles: One is to build emotional engagement (satisfaction and liking), another is to build rational engagement (which may involve fostering value and mission driven understanding), while the third option is to build motivational engagement (in the hope it leads to more discretionary effort). Each of these angles may serve different objectives. Whatever goal is adopted, it is very likely that the purpose of a workplace initiative often captures power dynamics and is likely to mirror the interests of those who have or want to gain more influence in the workplace. Any engagement survey is likely to be an expression of power dynamics between stakeholders. That is, power can operate on different levels. In the workplace, power dynamics may influence the in differential use and access of resources, result in the participation in or the exclusion from decision-making, help clarify meaning and support empowerment, but also emergence the use of disciplinary power (see overview on power and empowerment in Hardy & Leiba-O’Sullivan, 1998). For the sake of brevity, we draw some general suggestions on how power is linked to engagement.

At a very basic level, engagement initiatives are influenced by various motives. This might also concern the implementation, participation in, and use of feedback from evaluations as they become instruments of and expressions of existing power brokers. Wilkinson et al. (2004) reported that managers still exercise a significant amount of control over the degree to which employees have a voice – although several organizational representatives in their study believed in a direct relationship between voice and performance. We would argue that this link is again subject to many “black box” variables, very much like the link between greater engagement and performance. This highlights yet again that the conceptualization of employee engagement may differ: Engagement as one focused on task completion, or engagement at a political and social level, in line with empowerment and voice. In addition, engagement at work is often limited by the control mechanisms or resource restrictions in place – these restrictions may not be given due consideration in engagement initiatives. As outlined above, they may merely function as a means to control opinion (suppress voice or indirectly reduce employee voice, also a concern raised by union representatives, see MacLeod & Clarke, 2009). In this case, employees are constrained in terms of what they experience, what they are exposed to in terms of information – all ways that may limit their ability to resist management action. Information may further be used to discipline rather than develop employees and punish non-compliance.

We summarized the points of contention and aspects often in need of clarification in Table 1. These may, in addition to the following recommendation section, support the development and success of future engagement initiatives.
Table 1: Main points to consider when running engagement initiatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points of contention</th>
<th>Points needing clarification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understanding and definition of engagement</td>
<td>Transparent, measurable and mutual understanding of performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e.g., nature and change expected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension of engagement (and level: individual, team,</td>
<td>Goal agreement and purpose at appropriate levels regarding the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organizational)</td>
<td>framing and motives behind initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility for supporting, running and evaluating</td>
<td>Potential benefits (e.g., benefit of increase, types of increase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engagement initiatives</td>
<td>Role of leadership support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of resources (and level, as above) to support</td>
<td>Critical evaluation and consideration of who is involved (e.g.,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engagement – might also extend to management</td>
<td>power dynamics and stakeholders)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own research

3 RECOMMENDATION FOR HR PRACTITIONERS AND MANAGERS

The discussion around the issues that arise in terms of the focus, purpose, clarity and assessment of engagement initiatives resulted in several insights. Some of these are based on our experience of how the debate supported, clarified, but also highlighted the different perspectives that some stakeholders may have on engagement. As a result, we would like to outline a number of learning points and recommendations for practitioners and managers who are tasked with raising engagement levels.

First, it is recommended that HR practitioners and managers critically reflect upon what level and kind of engagement is being sought within their specific context and at what levels (e.g., employee, job, team and/or organizational). Gaining clarity about what is the main goal is essential when deciding how to achieve engagement via support or campaign mechanisms (e.g., engagement campaigns aimed at increasing personal or work/job engagement are unlikely to succeed if they are not aimed at individuals and considerate of their work relationships).

As we outlined in the introduction, engagement may differ in terms of its antecedents and determinants depending on whether or not initiatives are aimed at personal, job and work, or organizational engagement (the type of engagement, see Saks, 2006). Employees may be more likely to show greater engagement when they have received the resources and benefits that support such engagement or warrant some degree of reciprocity via engagement (Saks, 2006). This more tangential relationship with the organization may discourage personal engagement, yet allow the temporary workers to ‘uncouple’ themselves from their role (Truss et al., 2013, pg. 2659).

Second, engagement initiatives can be a means to explore the process of learning of role-specifics, team dynamics and organizational dynamics. We recommend that the kind of activities facilitate learning at employee, team and organizational level are carefully evaluated. Situated learning is likely to be critical for such evaluations (see Hotho et al., 2014). In this case, learning may occur in a more informal setting and be the result of everyday interaction. By observing the role of these relationships and the role of pro-social norms, team climate and organizational culture, HR managers and trainers may also be able to identify which particular elements are fostering engagement and at what level (e.g., the individual or the team). The process of situated learning may also be compatible with the notions of interaction-interdependence and schema diversity as means to understand how tension can facilitate organizational learning (see Antonacopolou & Chiva, 2007). These authors use the term ‘schema’ which denotes structures that reflect the social systems and enable actors to anticipate and learn how to engage with certain situations. These schemas are created by the actors in interaction with others and shape how agents’ view each other (which may therefore also be influenced by historical animosity and different goals, e.g., trade unions and businesses). Interaction-interdependence recognizes that social systems – such as organizations – include numerous heterogeneous agents [stakeholders] that are interdependent. Only through interactions can heterogeneity of both actions and schemas and reach a degree of conformity (or agreement) be addressed.

A third recommendation stems from our own experience with engaging stakeholders in debates. The current article was the result of a debate held in a Business School setting in partnership with businesses and various
representatives from various sectors, union representatives, and instructors. The insight we gained may also be replicated in a similar fashion by employers who seek out Business School contacts. Strategic partnerships between educational partners and businesses may help to at least minimize conflicts about and inform workplace initiatives. For example, debates such as these may allow business partners to learn about counterintuitive or novel viewpoints (see also Paton et al., 2013). This exchange may therefore enable business stakeholders to gain insight into complexities behind the ineffectiveness of certain practices. In particular, participation in debates with other external stakeholders will contribute to stakeholders’ knowledge about inherently held, but potentially not explicitly discussed, assumptions about the benefits and goals of workplace initiatives. Such debates can therefore bring to light the potential conflicts that may arise between stakeholders when new activities are conceptualized or initiated in organizations. Only through this conflict may stakeholders become aware of their values regarding the pragmatic, moral or overall legitimacy of certain projects (see discussion about managerial perceptions of HR practice in Evans & Novicevic, 2010).

And finally, such debate participation will enable all stakeholders to engage in conflict-driven learning (situated learning) and knowledge exchanges on neutral ground (e.g., in a Business School). The participation of the different stakeholders will pave the way to improved understanding and effective learning from conflict or critical incidents. Evidence suggests that cooperative conflict management styles can play a positive role in shaping employee voice behaviors (see Erkutlu & Chafra, 2015). By teaching staff communication skills that emphasize cooperative conflict management, stakeholders are enabled to identify mutually beneficial gains of engagement initiatives (rather than the ‘financial bottom line’ alone). This will be particularly helpful when trying to gain the commitment of employees, employee representatives, and managers tasked with carrying out engagement-oriented activities. In addition, teaching such skills and working towards complimentary and cooperative solutions will help the different actors to recognize the potential roles and responsibilities for managing and running future initiatives that may face resistance. Such approaches may also be combined with the development of organizational authorship, or the degree to which individuals take responsibility for their contributions to achieving the goals of the organization to which they belong (Gorli et al., 2015). Simultaneously, the concept of organizational authorship assumes that stakeholders take responsibility for their part in decision-making and contributions. This then may foster a more cooperative rather than competitive and defensive discourse when stakeholders meet to discuss workplace activities. As “willingness to contribute to organizational success” is part of the definition of engagement (Albrecht, 2010, pg. 5), the concept of organizational authorship may support a more inclusive and effective discussion of the different priorities in the development of initiatives aimed at increasing organizational engagement. Gorli et al. (2015, pg. 1360) developed a potentially useful tool called the ‘Actionability Chart’ that enables practitioners to map out individual and collective demands as well as the technical, structural and procedural elements involved.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The purpose of our paper was to highlight that while employee engagement is a popular and contemporary issue for academics and practitioners, key stakeholders diverge in their perspective on where they situate responsibility for engagement, how they design initiatives, and what the key drivers and expected outcomes are.

More often than not, the debate focuses on increasing engagement. The debate about less engagement and the performance implications are largely negative in connotation, although the outcomes of engagement may depend on the type of engagement that is targeted (Saks, 2006). However, even acknowledging that, some circumstances may foster disengagement but may not always or immediately result in significant reductions in performance. For the sake of brevity, we make just one short observation here. Yes, disengaged employees may show less personal engagement with the job and the responsibilities. That is, their behavior and engagement levels suggest they inhabit a role within the workplace without fully embracing this role. That said, detachment from one’s role or workplace may, in some temporary circumstances, enable some employees to cope more easily with roles and tasks when these allow not for self-expression or best utilization of their skills (which would potentially foster more engagement). It may also be a potential means to counter-balance the demands due to work intensification (see discussion around the problematics that arise from high engagement and insufficient reward strategies in George, 2011).

In some instances, too much engagement may also fail to achieve objectives and lead to exhaustion and over-commitment. In other words, some detachment may be functional – and thus disengagement may not always be automatically negative for performance. For example, many temporary, part-time workers may be harder to engage as their jobs may not give them the opportunity to express themselves or the job choices were limited. Further research would allow practitioners to identify when disengagement is functional and not detrimental to performance compared to dysfunctional disengagement levels that also result in poorer performance.

A second and related point regards the role of fit in the discussion around engagement (CiPD, 2011; Rothman & Welsh, 2013). In order to achieve engagement at the micro- to macro-level, employers should review how
effectively they have selected, trained and placed their employees to ensure good job-person or job-organization fit. However, like functional, undesirable or dysfunctional engagement, defining (mis)fit and the extent to which this might have negative compared to desirable consequences for the organization may be difficult to differentiate. The role of good person-job fit as a precursor to engagement has been emphasized in previous work (CIPD, 2011). For example, poor person-job fit has may lead to more dysfunctional engagement leading to burnout and loss in productivity. However, there is no guarantee that good person-job fit will avoid a similar outcome if the organizational changes but resources and demands are not adjusted. Instead of focusing on engagement, it may often be necessary to assess whether or not the basic building blocks for engagement to emerge are actually in place (e.g., if demands on employees and in the job are met by the right resources; see also Rothman & Welsh, 2013). Potential starting points include reviewing and potentially eliminating organizational practices that can undermine engagement such as insufficient upskilling and training, overtime working and pressures, poor work-life balance and presenteeism at work (see also CIPD, 2011).

We conclude with possible questions for further deliberation and future research. First, do we need to change our questions from “How can we engage our employees?” to “How we can make work and our organizations more engaging?” Furthermore, given that the importance of linking of HR and performance reflects the need to enhance organizational outputs (such as productivity and financial performance), more careful attention needs to be given to key mediating constructs such as engagement, commitment, organizational citizenship behaviors (HR ‘inputs’) - and how HR policies influence such mediators (Jiang et al., 2012). Indeed, if engagement carries little weight, we may need to re-evaluate the importance given to engagement.

In conclusion, it is essential for organizations to clarify how they define engagement, in their contexts and at relevant levels and what they seek to achieve by enhancing employee engagement. The value that engagement contributes to organizational performance outcomes must also be carefully evaluated. However, despite differences in individual perspectives between academics and practitioners, employee engagement is not a matter of supervisory responsibility alone but only comes about as a result of careful resource management and mutual knowledge sharing and learning.
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